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Vocabulary check

• …some of the most distinctive vase shapes…

• … most diverse representations of the cultural beliefs…

• … with its durability… and lack of appeal…

• …for archaeologists…

• ….with a slight sheen when fired.

• …the popular decorative styles…

• …a thin black adhesive paint…

• …in the same kiln…



Quick-fire questions
•According to the first paragraph, where can you find ancient 

Greek vases now?

•What was the finest clay?

•What was Greek pottery made on?

•What temperature were pots fired at?

•What is the Greek word for clay?

•What is the Greek word for pottery?

•What name is given to wetter clay used to join clay together?



Partner task
True or False?

- The prints of the potter could often be found impressed on the 
inside of a piece of pottery after it had dried.

- Pottery was often made in one single section

- Vases were made using complicated tools

- Pots were fired in a kiln

- Greek pottery was ‘softer’ than Chinese porcelain.

- Pots were fired several times to ensured that the painted colours 
further darkened



Independent task

Look at the section headed “Materials and 
Production” and put these in order:
- The pot was fired several times in a kiln

- Join marks were sealed on wheel

- Separate sections were joined together using clay ‘slip’

- Clay was prepared in settling tanks

- The pot was decorated by painting

- Potters made the separate sections of the pot on a wheel



Partner task
Based on this text decided whether 

these facts are true or false:
1.) The Pope sent a monk (Augustine) to England in 

597AD.

2.) Anglo-Saxon houses were usually made of stone.

3.) The Anglo-Saxons won the Battle of Hastings.

4.) Anglo-Saxon had open-plan houses (like the Vikings)

5.) The Anglo-Saxons came to Britain because flooding in 
their homelands made it impossible to farm.



Fill the blanks

•The pottery of ancient Greece from c. _____ to c. ____ 
BCE...

• ... the vast majority of Greek vases, despite now being dusty 
________ _______, were actually meant for ______ ____.

•Therefore, all _____ were ______....

•Minor details were often added with a thinned _____ 
______ giving a ______-_____ colour.

•Pots were fired _______ times in order to achieve the 
required ______ and ________.


